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Daniel Woolf


History has always been important for the development of nations,
which draw meaning and identity from a real or invented common
past. At the same time, nations have been important for the development of historiography; nations shape the way historians draw their
maps, arrange their books, and define their areas of specialization.
But nations are problematic as well as powerful. Most nations are
the arbitrary result of circumstance and contingency and not the
inevitable expression of natural ethnic or cultural communities. Nations must be constructed, sometimes imposed. Like other sources
of political allegiance, nationalism is the result both of compulsion
and consent, at once source and product of political power. National
histories are deeply implicated in the nation’s construction and defense. Our task as historians is to do justice to the significance of
nations, nationalism, and national histories, without accepting them
uncritically; to explain them without explaining them away.
—From the call for papers for 2006 American Historical
Association annual meeting, conference theme “Nations,
Nationalism and National Histories”
Forgetting, I would even go so far as to say historical error is a crucial
factor in the creation of a nation, which is why progress in historical
studies often constitutes a danger for [the principle of] nationality.
—Ernest Renan, Qu’est que c’est une nation?1

Historiography, as both a self-referential history and a set of theories about what
goes on in the recovery, representation, and construction of the past, is a subject
now well advanced. On the one hand, there is now no shortage of histories of
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historiography or historical thought in this or that period, as well as those tracing the origins and development of the discipline over the longue durée. Secondly,
there have been for the past twenty years have seen a swelling number of works
on either theory or practice, some defending the historian’s traditional terrain and
modus operandi (a tradition sometimes called historical realism and leading most
recently from Arthur Marwick to Richard Evans); others, such as Hayden White
and Frank Ankersmit, plumbing the limits of historical knowledge and arguing
the primacy of language over document and of narratological over methodological questions.2
Global historiography has not fared nearly as well. For a start, Western historiographers often legitimately feel that there is plenty to talk about in our own
tradition, so why waste valuable time looking at other cultures? Even where lip
service is paid to other historiographical traditions, of which the Sino-Japanese
and the Islamic are the best known, comparisons are often built on the basis of
what might be called, to borrow a term from information technology, “historiographical character recognition.” Thus, Sima Qian and Ibn Khaldun, the two most
familiar figures respectively from the Chinese and Islamic traditions, are most often commended for writing works that look as if they could fit easily into the
family tree of modern homo historicus occidentalis.3 It is not that Westerners dipping
into foreign terrain are simply colonizing the past of other people’s pasts—in fact,
those expert in their own non-Western national fields frequently adopt the selfcongratulatory perspective of Western historiography. For example, the corpus
of works on Chinese historiography has, with one or two exceptions,4 hegemonically acknowledged modern academic “scientific” practice as the terminus ad quem.
There has been, as Peter C. Perdue has noted, a remarkable reluctance to move
from Western subversion of essentialist and orientalist myths to deconstruction of
their Eastern counterparts, in effect maintaining the West as the “privileged site
of analysis.”5
Some of this is inevitable, given the human limitations of language acquisition—even those fluent in several ancient modern Western languages are rarely so
gifted in Chinese and Arabic, much less in Peruvian Quechua and Northern Thai.
Moreover, we are almost inescapably the prisoners of categories that dictate our
ordering not just of the past but of the past of the past. It is no more possible
to apprehend the Ding an sich of a past historical text than it is to apprehend the
past that the text purports to represent. Where language, linguistic context, ideology, and the imperfection of surviving sources limit and shape our capacity to
represent the past, they just as equally affect our reading of past histories. It is no
more possible for us to grasp the “history in itself ” of a work written by Voltaire
or Machiavelli (much less a more linguistically remote one by al-Tabari or Ban
Gu), than it is to enter into the pasts that they themselves purported to depict. We
can, of course, piece together the intellectual and linguistic contexts—the plural
is critical—that led a particular historian to write a particular work and to make
particular aesthetic choices of material and argument or mode of emplotment.6
However, as historians of political thought such as Quentin Skinner have been
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telling us for some time, the intention of an author in writing a text—that is to
say, in making a “performative utterance” whose subject is the then-past, are not
equivalent to the meaning of that text for us.7
In recent years, conferences and learned organizations such as the International
Commission for the History and Theory of Historiography and its parent organization, the International Committee of the Historical Sciences, have helped break
down some of these barriers.8 So, too, have some international editorial projects
that involve both Western and non-Western scholars, often working in teams, in
writing the history of historiography from a global perspective.9 In contrast to
other sectors of historiography, there is as yet relatively little theory behind this
work.10 There has been no Collingwood, no Dray or Danto, no Morton White,
and certainly no Hayden White to step forward and propose a set of protocols
for the global comparison of histories across cultural lines.11 Though an attempt
needs to be made, this essay is not it, and I shall keep myself within some boundaries by restricting my comments to a single set of questions: why we tend to organize historiography (the study of history’s history, not the study of history itself)
along national lines; and whether and under what circumstances it is legitimate to
do so even when the text or texts under analysis originated in geochronological
circumstances that manifestly did not feature nations, or their associated ideology
of nationalism, as we have come to understand these terms since the mid nineteenth
century. I will suggest that concepts of “nation,” “nationality,” “national character,” and the like can legitimately figure in an account of the past in several very
different and sometimes contradictory ways; that because this is the case, there are
insufficient grounds for dismissing them as anachronistic on purely chronological
grounds (that is, because the author lived prior to the age of the nation-state); and
that it is possible to read the nation into a history along several possible interpretative axes that correspond to five modes of authorial choice.

I
Both the dominance of the nation in historiography and the fact (though not
the value) of historiography’s preeminence in the building of nations over the
past two centuries seem beyond doubt, and are agreed upon on both sides of
the subaltern divide. “History was the principal mode whereby non-nations were
converted into nations,” declaims Prasenjit Duara. “Nations emerge as the subjects of History just as History emerges as the ground, the mode of being, of the
nation.”12 Others concur. “There is no way,” one scholar has asserted (without
apparent awareness of his silent extrapolation beyond the West), “to write a nonnational history. The national framework is always present in the historiography
of modern European societies.”13 The qualifier “European” may be unnecessary.
In a recent essay, Japanese historian Tessa Morris-Suzuki has drawn attention to
the critical role played by the nation in modern conceptions of history, which she
ascribes to the roughly contemporaneous occurrence of two related phenomena:
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the formation of modern nation-states and the professionalization of the historical discipline. “The modern practice of history writing began side by side
with the rise of the nation-state, and the study of history in schools and universities has largely meant the study of national histories (above all the history
of one’s own nation),” Morris-Suzuki comments. The importance of the nation
transcends ideological and, indeed, national, boundaries. “In the writings of E. P.
Thompson as much as G. R. Elton, of Inoue Kiyoshi as much as Ueyama Shumpei, history is a vision of the forces which have molded national society. The nation
therefore casts a long shadow backwards on our vision of the past, and channels our perceptions
into a particular spatial framework.” She notes the oddity of having on her bookcase
histories of Thailand since the tenth century and of the Soviet Union from Paleolithic times to World War II. “The use of the nation-state as the framework
for understanding the past, in other words, imposes important biases on our
understanding of history.”14
For “history,” let us substitute “historiography,” since the nation is no less influential in our understanding of how historical writing has developed over the
past twenty-five centuries, even down to our selective celebration of heroic, perceptive historical minds such as Ibn Khaldun, Jean Bodin, Giambattista Vico, and
Johann Gottfried von Herder, who could imagine nations or national characters
beyond their own immediate political boundaries, and theorize the differences
and similarities among them. Escaping the perceptual limits of national horizons
still assumes the primacy of the nation as that which must be escaped. As James J.
Sheehan has remarked, “In every country the dominant historiographical tradition
reflects the forces which define the boundaries of the nation.”15
There is neither space nor need to engage in the debate over whether historically
(as opposed to historiographically) nations and nationalism have always been with
us or are creations of the modern age.16 Among the more strident advocates of
what has become known as a “modernist” position, Ernest Gellner argues that nationalisms, however much a creation of modernity and themselves the cause-notconsequence of nations, make frequent use of the past.17 This seems indisputable,
but it broaches two questions: when such uses began (they need not have originated in modernity, as uses of the then-past in much earlier ages suggest) and, more
important for the current enquiry, whether the reverse is also true. If the nation
has consistently made use of histories and historians to achieve self-definition and
legitimacy, have historians in turn made long-standing use of something like the
nation? We conveniently and fairly loosely talk of “nationalist” sentiment in European historiographies from the late Middle Ages to the late twentieth century, not
least because for a century or so academic history has been so seriously influenced
by it. Even those historians who most keenly decry the evils of nationalism and
affirm an international code of historians’ conduct still belong in overwhelming
numbers to disciplinary organizations that proclaim national identities. Moreover,
the neoconservatism of the past twenty-five years, with heritage revivals and statemanaged school curricula, has provided a centripetal force aligning historiography
and the historical profession in specific countries with the past of that country,
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essentially managing the direction of public memory. In post-reunification Germany, there has even been a “renationalization” of history, following the high tide
of structural and social history in the 1960s and 1970s.18 Signs of this turn back
to nationalistic political history could be observed as early as the Historikerstreit .19
All of this admittedly runs counter to more left-leaning federalizing, regionalizing, or internationalist projects such as the expansion of the European Community, and to the academic reaction to the horrors of post-Soviet neonationalism
and renewed genocides in Eurasia and Africa under the euphemism of “ethnic
cleansing.”20
But are words like “national,” “nationalism,” and even “nation” so protean as
some scholars have vigorously asserted, in view of changes in political organization and social realities, as to make them worthless for organizing premodern
pasts? We tend to generalize geographically from our Euro-American experience
of nationalism, even if we concede Benedict Anderson’s arguments about the
imagined quality of our own communities, acknowledge the relative novelty of
the commonplace association of nation and state since the days of Giuseppe
Mazzini and Ernest Renan,21 and note that the flourishing of national historiographies occurred chiefly in then newly emergent European states, often built
upon fragile institutional foundations and dubious claims of ethnic descent.22
The very dominance of the Western nation-state since the early nineteenth century, coincidentally the very period in which historiography became fully institutionalized and bureaucratized in Europe,23 (a pattern soon replicated elsewhere,
perhaps most successfully in America and East Asia),24 has done more than simply to yoke the ox of nationalism to the plow of history in the last two centuries.
It also helped to set the agenda for much of what we say about earlier periods in
the history of historical writing, and about other parts of the world where nationalism is of much later origin.25 This holds true in some circumstances outside
Europe. In China, for instance, where historiography had for two millennia been
state-sponsored and dynastic, not nationalist in the narrower modern sense of
the word, there was a marked shift in the late Qing toward the writing of tongshi,
or general histories, at the very same time that Chinese academics began to adopt
Western forms of chronological thinking and some such as Liang Qichao began
to argue for a non-dynastic “new history.”26
I would like to pose the problem of how and to what degree the “nation,” subsuming its various non-English equivalents and synonyms,27 such as Rousseau’s patrie,
which seems as much nation as state, or the social-science ethnie (which often differs
from a nation proper largely in its non-possession of a homeland) should and can
be used as a significant organizing principle in the study of historiography—as assuredly it has been. I will suggest that it can—though not in every instance, and not
without some careful qualification—and that where we use such terms, it is important to understand that they cover a rather broad group of past histories in which
the nation may have mattered, for their respective authors, in a plural and significant
number of ways.28 Whether by nation we intend a particular historical formulation of that term—the ethnic-linguistic Herderian Volk, Michelet’s Herderesque and
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anthropomorphized France embodying common language and continuous control
over its geographic space,29 Renan’s guardian of a shared esprit de liberté, the militarypolitical Bismarckian kleindeutsch Reich, or Meinecke’s Kulturnation and Staatsnation—is
in this context a second-order concern in analyzing and grouping historiographies.
However, for the sake of clarity I borrow here the nomenclature of Anthony D.
Smith, a moderate “modernist” who nonetheless concedes the possible past existence of real nations in antiquity and the Middle Ages.30
By Smith’s definition, a nation is “a named human population occupying a historic territory or homeland and sharing common myths and memories; a mass,
public culture; a single economy; and common rights and duties for all members.”
This formulation has a modernist tinge, especially in its second part: such aspects
as a “mass, public culture” and, to a lesser degree, “common rights and duties,” are
phenomena not readily identifiable prior to the eighteenth century. The first part
of the definition is more helpful, and it is the working meaning of nation that will
be employed here. By nationalism, Smith intends “an ideological movement for the
attainment of autonomy, unity, and identity on behalf of a population deemed by
some of its members to constitute an actual or potential ‘nation.’”31 This definition is less problematic since though it superficially appears to describe European
movements beginning in the post-Napoleonic romantic era (and their decolonizing
African and Asian equivalents in the past century), there is nothing in the statement
that would not apply equally to earlier movements, for instance the Bohemian and
Catalan insurgencies of the early to mid seventeenth century.32
The issue is thus not whether one or another of these positions is correct as
either a description of the origins of nations and nationalism or an explanation
for their modern dominance; rather, it is why the nation has proved so reliable
a unit for the analysis of historical texts, and why that continues to be true in a
postcolonial era of emerging or newly non-communist nations and fresh national
historiographies.33 In short, the matter addressed in the remainder of this essay is
neither the history of nationalism nor the historiography of nationalism (in the
sense of competing theories among historians and others about nationalism), but
rather the multiple roles of the nation and nationalism in historical writing and
therefore in any history of historical writing. We may begin with the following
simple propositions:
1. That the nation is a legitimate organizing principle for the study of the history of historical writing in some instances;
2. That some of these instances predate the great age of romantic nationalism
and the formation of modern nation-states;
3. And finally, that if both the previous postulates are accepted, it then follows
that we must have some basis for understanding the various ways in which
the nation figures as the organizing principle in past histories, and when and
under what circumstances these can be deployed in our own readings of
those histories.
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II
Accepting 1 as unproblematic or even self-evident, and 2 as arguable but for now
a given, let us focus for the balance of this essay on item 3, the question of when
and how a historiographical text legitimately gives rise to a reader-response that
it is either “nationalist” (that is, capable of being characterized as nationalist,
though not necessarily resonating positively to that characteristic) or at least “possessing a concept of the nation, however framed.” Few would accept that the absence of the modern nation-state in, say, Renaissance Europe, means that there
was no ambient sentiment that can be called nationalist, or (if one wishes to be
modernist) proto-nationalist, either in those countries such as the north Western
monarchies that had the appearance of nations, or in regions where there was no
unified political nation or even a common ruler. Machiavelli and Guicciardini need
not have imagined the Italy of Mazzini and Cavour in order to write histories that
presumed some binding commonality between the various independent cities and
princely states of the early sixteenth century. If there is national sentiment in the
histories written by these two Florentine statesmen, then there must have been
something to be sentimental about, and therefore some concept, however inchoate, that amounts to a proto-nation (in this case a united peninsula purged of the
French and Spanish “other”). Hans Kohn, a modernist in the debate on nationalism, acknowledged this in his elegant description of Machiavelli as a “lonely forerunner of Italian nationalism.” This is rhetorically exaggerated in Kohn’s narrative
situation of the Florentine politician, which places Machiavelli midway between
Dante’s post-Ghibelline imperialism and the dawn of modern Italian nationalism,
yet allows him to have “sensed the future with relentless clear-sightedness.”34 Was
Machiavelli simply (far) ahead of the curve, or is it not more prudent to concede
that he may have formulated some kind of notion of “Italy” that approximates
a nation, albeit not the nation of 1860? I would suggest that the latter involves
a considerably smaller stretch, and that to dismiss the idea of the nation (or of a
nation) as being irrelevant to a reading of an author simply because he came too
early (and explain away apparent anticipations as simply the remarkable insight of
a brilliant mind) is overly ascetic, a point that Marc Bloch made long ago.35 The
more useful question is not “Did Machiavelli have a prescient notion of an Italian
nation?” but rather “How did Machiavelli imagine the entity of Italy to be constituted or defined, in making it the subject of a history, such that it is possible to
read nationalism into his narrative?”
The lack of a state does not entail an absence of national history: the example
of Catalonia, independent for only brief periods of its past and semi-autonomous
since 1979, provides a modern example.36 “National” consciousness of a distinctive past can be found in many earlier European non-states. The great Norwegian
historian, and his country’s foreign minister, Halvdan Koht, was among a generation of historians, more or less contemporary with Marc Bloch, who located the
origins of European nationalism in the Middle Ages, first in Capetian France and
the chansons, and subsequently in the British history of Geoffrey of Monmouth and
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some of his continental imitators such as Poland’s first historian, Vincent of Cracow.37 Koht’s Norwegian citizenship was perhaps not coincidental. A very young
state, Norway has only recently marked its centennial as an independent kingdom.
Yet, as the medievalist Kåre Lunden argues, a Norwegian national historiography
dates from no later than Gerhard Schøning’s mid eighteenth-century Norges Riiges
Historie (3 vols., 1771–81), and medieval precursors can be found much earlier,
in Snorre Sturlason’s Heimskringla and a number of other historical texts produced
during an especially intense period of nascent national consciousness between
about 1170 and 1230.38 In neighboring Sweden, subject to Danish rule before
the early sixteenth century, the foundational early modern history, Olaus Magnus’s
Historia de gentibus septentrionalibus, was an enquiry into collective characteristics of
various northern peoples, the sort of qualities that later generations would describe as “national character.”39 Danish historians such as Sven Aggeson and Saxo
Grammaticus, also taking a leaf out of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s book, similarly
postulated a myth of autochthonous Danish descent as a bulwark against Germanic aggression. By the end of the sixteenth century, one of the most famous attempts at historical explanation through collective cultural (and often climatologically influenced) characteristics had appeared in the form of Jean Bodin’s Method for
the Easy Comprehension of History.40 The seventeenth century would add others along
the road to Vico’s New Science and the eighteenth-century histoire des moeurs.
The most severe strictures against use of the term nation in the wide angle of
comparative historiography (as opposed to merely a critique of the “back-dating”
fallacy, to which he also objects) come from the late Elie Kedourie, a notable modernist foe of contemporary nationalist ideology, who initially charges historians
simply with the crime of subtly eliding the distinction between state and nation:
“Similarly, when nationalist historiography applies itself to the European past, it
produces a picture of nations slowly emerging and asserting themselves in territorial sovereign states . . . The continuity of the French state, or of the Spanish
state, and their territorial stability, make it easy to adduce them as examples of
the growth and development of European ‘nations’: the shift is vital, yet almost
imperceptible.” But Kedourie goes a step further to argue that apart from this
generalized diachronic sabotage, nationalist historiography (in the sense of historiography proposing the naturalness and historicity of nations as a whole, not
merely of a particular nation) ignores a geographic incommensurability between
East and West: “The matter becomes even clearer when nationalist historiography
is made to deal, not with certain countries in modern Europe, where it has a kind
of plausibility [Kedourie does not, be it noted, concede accuracy as opposed to a
prima facie persuasiveness], but with countries in almost any other part of the world
at almost any period of history. In the Roman Empire, the Ottoman Empire,
Mogul India, pre-Conquest South America, or China the categories of nationalist
historiography, taken seriously, must lead to a contorted, paradoxical, untenable
picture of the past.”41
Can we square this circle? Must we purge the nation from our historiographical vocabularies for all but the past two centuries? We would thereby admit that
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notions such as “British historiography” and “Spanish historiography” are utterly
meaningless except as denoters of groups of histories written in the same language
(which in fact they often were not—is William of Malmesbury part of “British
historiography” if there was no Britain and he wrote in Latin rather than Middle
English, Scots, Gaelic, Welsh, or Cornish?) and be obliged to reorganize virtually
all of our accounts of the history of historical writing in order to rid them of this
chimera. Surely not, if one can find glimmers of national consciousness in precisely those histories written in non-national contexts: if, as Kohn put it, long ago,
“nationalism is a state of mind,” then perhaps the nation, too, can legitimately be
read from the actual text, which—as we noted at the start of this discussion—is
generally as close to the state of its author’s mind as we can get.42

III
There is something to be learned from a distinction made in an entirely different
context, Marxist historiography, between objective and subjective class.43 A historical text may emanate from a period before nation-states, and may not even use
the word nation or its other-language counterparts for there to be some signs of
national sentiment and perhaps even embryonic nationalism in the more limited
sense of a focused, fully formed, secular ideology.44 F.W. Walbank’s perceptive
evaluation of “national identity” as a problem in ancient Greek historiography
has something to tell us on exactly this point. In an interesting plea for Collingwoodian reenactment of past thoughts, Walbank suggests that to understand early
ideas of Greek nationality we must “read ourselves into Demosthenes’ mind.” He
goes further to generalize that “the full understanding of the past requires its
interpretation not merely in the light of the past, but also in the light of the future—our past and present. . . . This distinction can help us . . . in approaching
the problem of Greek nationality.” From the point of view of the ancient Greeks
themselves, “the idea of a Greek nation is alien to the thought of most Greeks at
most periods throughout Greek history.” However, Walbank continues, analyzed
from our perspective “we can clearly trace a movement toward integration in larger
units. . . . In that sense, Greek unity and even the Greek nation are concepts which can be studied
and discussed without patent absurdity.”45
Of course, there is a difference between a historical text that objectively (from
its reader’s point of view) conveys thoughts or ideas that might now be called
“nationalist” or that employ “the nation” as a unit, and a text that appears subjectively aware or even fully conscious of that nation as the basis of the history to
be described and perhaps even as a political goal to be promoted. The difference,
though, may be one of shades rather than colors, and prior to the nineteenth
century it is hard to tell where one strays into the other. The pan-Germanic writings of Reformation-era literati such as Conrad Celtis and Beatus Rhenanus, for
instance, can objectively be read (and have been, by nationalist interpreters) as
enunciating a sense of the “German peoples” and their “national character,” and
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thus providing a useful bridge from Tacitus’ ethnography in Germania through to
Herder’s pre-romantic conceptualization of the Volkseele, and thence via two centuries of German historical thought from Fichte through late nineteenth-century
regional historians or Landeshistoriker, to Fascism and Volksgeschichte, and finally to post
war debates about the Sonderweg (its one-time moral and aesthetic positives now
inverted into a path toward trauma and destruction) and what has been called
“denationalization.”46 It can just as easily be argued that Celtis, like his near contemporary Machiavelli, had some form of consciousness of German nationality
even if he lacked Bismarck’s sense of what kind of geographic region would be
well-suited to form its political state, or the fully mature confidence of a Heinrich
von Treitschke who, by the time he penned his History of Germany in the Nineteenth
Century, “knew what Germany was.”47
Other late medieval and early modern examples are not difficult to locate, and
they do not require the specific presence of the Latin term natio, a word that once
denoted collections of foreigners and in medieval universities meant a group of
students from the same kingdom or at least speaking the same language (a meaning that survives, for instance, in some very old universities such as Uppsala).
They are more likely to occur in relation to other words such as gens (as in gens
francorum, the French), in relation to a monarchy (as in rex angliae), and sometimes
even as populus. A recent collection of essays has usefully explored the dimensions
of national consciousness in a variety of late medieval and early modern Central
European and especially Polish chroniclers.48 Elsewhere, medieval French chansons
and chronicles from as early as the anonymous eighth-century Liber Historiae Francorum, through the much later Grandes Chroniques de France and Renaissance successors such as François Hotman’s Franco-gallia, render accounts of the past that reach
well beyond the tracing of dynasties in order to attempt an identification of the
ancient origins and migrations of those who came to be Franks, a matter taken
up anew after the Revolution by the conservative neo-Tacitean Chateaubriand49
as well as by comparable thirteenth-century Iberian and twelfth- and thirteenthcentury British counterparts (English, Scottish, and Irish).50 Since we are not assessing their accuracy as historians, then the obvious objection that they frequently
ventured into wildly improbable or legendary territory is not relevant.51
Once again we can and should look beyond Europe for comparisons. Much
further afield, the awareness in Han dynasty China and thereafter that there was
a thing called China (the Middle Kingdom or Zhongguo), and that those outside
it, such as the early barbarian enemies, the Huns or Xiongnu, were aliens, implies a similar example of identification-by-difference. That is, it explains what a
people is by negative comparison and contrast with those that it is not (a process
complicated by inevitable miscegenation and by the absorption of Mongolian
and Manchu conquerors into the Han majority).52 In China the barbarian idea,
which still had currency at the time of the late Ming-early Qing historian Wang
Fuzhi,53 originates with the Qin unification and the building of the Great Wall;
during the preceding Warring States and Spring and Autumn periods there had been
little need to differentiate among peoples. Sima Qian’s “national consciousness” is
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certainly not ours, nor was it identical to Wang Fuzhi’s protohistoricist sense
of environmentally driven but gradually educable national character; and neither idea coheres completely with modern communist nationalism—just as the
very historiographic form of the Shiji defies straightforward analysis according
to Western traditions of historical writing.54 But comparisons remain possible
nonetheless. There are contemporary Western equivalences, for instance in the
use of early Greek historiography to establish an “us” and an “other.”55 Edith
Hall has shrewdly pointed to similarities between Sima Qian’s account in the
Shiji of the origins of China and its conflicts with barbarians, and Herodotus’
account of Greeks vs. Persians, accounts similar in their deployment of common
descriptors and categories. While the Xiongnu were illiterate, non-Greeks were
called “barbarians” initially because of the incomprehensibility of their speech;
and in invading the Middle Kingdom, the Xiongnu demonstrated for Sima Qian
an arrogance that resembles Persia’s hubris in attacking Hellas.56 The converse of
othering is homogenization, and a much later dynasty, the Qing, practiced this
very effectively, declaring their Manchu values of obedience and order a natural
fit with those of the conquered Chinese and thus sufficient justification for their
rule, adopting Chinese historiographical conventions, and extending these so far
as to displace from the historical record any un-Chinese memory of “eliminated”
peoples such as the Zunghar Mongols.57
We need not replicate examples at this stage. To summarize the argument of
this section of the essay, if one avoids judging all thoughts of, or references to,
real or constructed nations at the bar of fully-formed modern nationalism, one
can then legitimately find nationalist sentiments or ideals, and by extension an idea of the nation, in
historical writings from well before the French Revolution, whether there was then such a nation or
not. In Western Europe this goes perhaps as far back as the great historians of
the Völkerwanderung, Bede, Gregory of Tours, Paulus Diaconus, and some centuries later, medieval chroniclers such as Saxo Grammaticus or Geoffrey of Monmouth.58 These “nations” were undoubtedly just as much “imagined” in the sixth
or sixteenth centuries as they would be in the nineteenth, but that does not render
them less legitimate as a way of organizing historical accounts, written in those
earlier ages, of what was then past, or as a way of classifying those same accounts
today into meaningful groups of texts.

IV
Let us concede that it is no easier to find the time when nationalism, or national
consciousness, “rose” or “began” than it is to locate those elusive single points of
origin for the rise of the middle classes or the beginnings of the Renaissance or
the Industrial Revolution.59 That leaves us with the challenge of identifying and
defining the varying ways in which past historians may have deployed nationality
in their accounts of the past. These ways, I hope to show, are many and complex,
and are hopelessly oversimplified when we simply assert that there are (or aren’t)
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nationalist ideals or ideas of nation in a historical text or that X or Y historian
wrote a history of Z.
This brings us to the next stage, categorizing the ways in which the nation figures in particular historical texts. One can identify the different modes in which
the nation has figured as an organizing principle, a scope-setter, and an object of
authorial affiliation. Historical texts can also be distinguished in the “integrative
strategy” that their authors have adopted in order to define the subject of their
narration and in some instances to convey the process of national consolidation
and identity. The ways in which, and the categories of analysis through which,
the “nation” (and by implication, proto-nationalism) can figure largely or not at
all in a historical work either past or present can be represented summarily in the
following table.
In elucidating the contents of this table, let us first state unambiguously that
the several cells of these columns do not map together horizontally: that is, there
is no implication that a “Territorially affiliated” author must write contemporary
Table 5.1: Authorial Intent and the Relevance of Nations: Five Modes of Historiographical Choice
Authorial
Primary
Affiliation

Collective
Entity of
Analysis

Temporal
Scope

Constitutive
Factors

Territorial

Contemporary
Political
(recent events)
(including local,
national, civic, universal subvariants)

Legal Tradition
and Sovereignty

Ideological

Phenomenal
(a particular thing
such as guns, railways, food, dogs)

Integrative
Strategy
Neutral or Silent

SanguinaryPeriodic
(a particular event, Ancestral
decade, century,
reign, or dynasty)

Exceptionalist
(Imperialist or Isolationist sub-variants)
(emphasizing comparative differences
from external others)

Institutional
Confessional
(e.g., monastic
historians)

Origines Gentium
Sociogeographic
(focus on origins (including manners,
and early descent) morals, economic
arrangements; social
stratification; connection to particular
mass of land)

Disintegrative
(emphasizing comparative differences
from internal others)

Ethnogenetic

Ab origine General
(comprehensive
chronologically)

Cosmopolitan
(emphasizing
similarities and
common features
both internally and
externally)

Social-Cultural

Linguistic Unity
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history within a dynastic monarchy or about a politically defined entity, constituted out of common laws and with no comparison between the entity and external
or internal “others.” The five modes in the top row of cells are exemplary rather
than exhaustive, and one can conceive of additions to the list. A history can be
characterized by the choices its author makes within each of the modes, all of
which collectively define both the content and the form. Looking at the text,
we can choose to focus on any one or more of the five, and in any of them, one
might find the nation (and perhaps even nationalism) coming into play, depending on which of four principal variants (and within some of these, sub-variants)
of each of the modes the historian has elected to emphasize. This does not
foreclose the possibility of other modes, or further variants. Those considered
here, however, are fundamental in the sense that either an emphasis by the historian on any one mode at play in a particular text, or the identification of one
of its variants by a subsequent reader, would arguably be sufficient to permit an
interpretation of the text as in some way rendering the nation as a concept and
nationalism as a sentiment relevant to the analysis and thus defensible against the
charge of anachronism.
Authorial Primary Affiliation
Any historian, as a social being, necessarily affiliates with multiple groups larger
than himself or herself, whether a nation, a city, a guild, or, nowadays, a professional organization, class, or gender; even the most reclusive medieval author of a
monastic history affiliated with his house and order if nowhere else. The nature
of an affiliation may be more or less transparent in any text composed by that
historian, but affiliations can be identified. These are more often than not plural,
but frequently one mode of affiliation will predominate and hence be identifiable
as “primary” at least in the circumstances under which the person is acting as a
historian: I affiliate by descent and choice with the Jewish religion, and through
immigration and residency with the state of Canada, but I write neither Jewish nor
Canadian history, so as a historian, my identifiable affiliation would most likely
be with groups consisting of other British historians, or perhaps members of the
Canadian historical profession.
The principal variants in the mode of authorial affiliation are territorial (author
self-identifies as member of a community defined by territory, whether national,
provincial, civic, or world); ideological, including religious (Marxist; Islamic; feminist; Christian; Buddhist); institutional (belonging to a particular organization
such as a monastery, a university, or a corporation); and ethnogenetic (Yoruba,
German, Navajo, Scottish). There is obvious overlap: a monastic historian of the
thirteenth century would simultaneously be a member of a religious order (institution), an adherent to an ideology (Christianity), the scion of a linguistic group
(for instance, native German speakers) and the inhabitant of a particular territory
(France, the Byzantine Empire). Clearly, there are subspecies to each of these, and
some immanent tendencies: within the variant of ideology, a Christian or Islamic
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primary affiliation is more likely to produce Universal than national history, but
there can be exceptions, for instance an Islamic history by an author concerned
only with a particular dynasty (Abbasids, Ottomans), and the most interesting
aspect of some past texts is precisely their authors’ balancing of what amount to
conflicting loyalties, for instance to church or king.60 Historians whose primary
affiliations are institutional—as was true of the Buddhist historians of particular
monasteries, such as the authors of the Burmese Padaeng Chronicle or the fourteenthcentury Tibetan Deb-ther sngon–po (Blue Annals)—identify both with their particular
institution and their religious practice. The idea of a “nation” may or may not
be readable from the history, but it is more likely to be a significant factor—and
hence a legitimate tool for us to use in describing it today—in the work of an
author whose primary affiliation is territorial or ethnogenetic rather than institutional or ideological.
Collective Entity of Analysis
Every history that has ever been written is about something. There is a subject
whose past is to be recounted in the text, whether that account is cast chronologically or in some other narrative form. Except in the case of the barest annals
listing entirely discrete and disconnected events, that subject generally involves the
interaction of multiple individual actors in time. Even a history titularly about
an event or series of events (“the first century B.C.E.”; “the Vietnam War,” “the
French Revolution”) actually describes not a simply a collection of disconnected
occurrences (or it would be little more than a list or at best a chronicle), but one
or more interacting subjects, actions done to whom constitute the event or make
the period a meaningful unit. We will address choice of temporal scope under
the next mode. For now, let us call the historically past subject, for lack of a better term, a collective entity, or simply entity for short. Setting aside the possibility
that this entity is simply an individual (and thus non-collective, belonging to the
realm of biography rather than history proper), one can find multiple varieties of
politico-geographical entity described and narrated in histories. Since historical
writings first began, their authors have at different times represented the pasts of
the following sorts of entity.
1. political entities such as dynasties (as in the Chinese Zhengshi or Standard
Histories), or their sub-sections (the Veritable Records of particular imperial reigns), or some other politically defined unit (the last Florentine Republic; the Hasmonean Jewish kingdom; a Heimat; or a particular city such
as that depicted in Justus Möser’s History of Osnabrück; a region or other
district of the sort covered in the post-Song Fangzhi (Chinese “gazetteers”);
and in their closest Western equivalents, the antiquarian chorographies of
the early modern era, the British Victoria County Histories and German Landeshistoriker of a later period, and the regional scholarship of the Annales
historians; or even the known world (which features in “world history” and
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in the various explanatory frameworks, such as world systems theory and
its conservative doppelgänger, globalization, that have been developed to
explain its macro-unity);61
2. Phenomenal entities, i.e., particular objects or materials, which really means
a history of their use by humans;
3. Confessional entities, i.e., the adherents of a particular belief set including
but not limited to those generally considered religious (a history of Christianity or Confucianism; a history of Marxism or economic liberalism);
4. sociocultural entities, which can include large social groups (e.g. Jules Michelet’s le peuple, and E. P. Thompson’s “English working class”), or sociocultural movements (“the Enlightenment,” “the Reformation,” “humanism”).
These variants do not need to cohere with those of the previous mode: a
German-speaking author of the nineteenth century living in Switzerland
such as Jacob Burckhardt might choose as his entity of analysis the civilization of Renaissance Italy, thereby emphasizing a sociocultural movement
(“the Renaissance”) rather than Italy as a territory. A unit such as the “nation” is potentially relevant to a narrative based on political entities (an actual nation, or the world of which a nation is part), and sometimes not. It
is less likely to be relevant to a confessional history of early Islam (though
such a history will by necessity refer to regional variations such as Persian or
Syrian, and to political units such as the Umayyads or the Abbasid Caliphate), and even less so to a phenomenal history of mankind’s use of the horse
in agriculture, though of course such a work could also clearly delimit only
“Burmese agriculture” and thereby render the nation relevant.62
Temporal Scope
This mode is relatively straightforward and its implications the least problematic.
All histories have a temporal scope, which might range from mere weeks or days
(The Last Days of Hitler; Paris, 1919) to all recorded time (“recorded” here understood as including tangible as well as inscribed or written evidence). The possible
choices of time span to be covered in a history are never infinite, but they are multiple and in most cases their narrowing down to one does represent a deliberate
decision, even when pressing the limits of credulity: for instance, the determination of certain Romanian historians to locate the origins of a “proto-Romanian”
language as early as the sixth century and of a Romanian people predating both
Christ and the Conquest of Dacia reflects, one commentator has reminded us, the
impact of a throwaway statement by the dictator Ceauşescu concerning his people’s two-millennia antiquity.63 That is why the historian frequently must begin his
or her account with a justification of the period being selected, unless that period
has been formally prescribed owing to some external set of rules (for instance, the
bureaucratic organization of Chinese and Korean historiography that for centuries
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presumed the dynasty to be the proper object of narration; or a modern-day book
series organized by decades).
For simplicity, the possible choices can be grouped into four variants of temporal scope. In other words, the history may purport to describe: (1) the contemporary, that is, very recent events in the history of the entity whose past is being
written; (2) a defined intervening period such as a century, a reign, a dynasty, or
a decade or a particular event; (3) an originating episode or set of circumstances
that gave rise to the entity (which, because its origin is being claimed, is more than
a special case of a variant 2 event), which we might call history concerning origines gentium, of which the barbarian Western historians from Jordanes to Gregory
of Tours are classic examples (doubly classical in that they are often adduced as
examples of this sort of history-writing in the West and because their authors
literally, as Patrick Geary has observed, “brought their peoples onto the stage of
Greco-Roman history as early as possible” by transplanting barbarian pasts into a
world chronological scheme previously established by Roman historians64); or (4)
the total chronological span over which the historical entity has existed. Any one
of the variants of this mode may or may not entail a connection to an actual or
imputed nation, or to any other sub-variant of the political collective entity.
Depending on choices made under the mode of collective entity, any one of the
variants under this mode of temporal scope may conceivably involve the historian
in using some notion of nationhood, however unreflective or incidental. How the
“nation” is deployed therein is therefore a consequence of both the selection of
collective entity and the subsequent or prior selection of a period over which the
action is to be taken. A historian concerned with very recent events is likely to
make different assumptions about the coherence of the entity being described
than one examining the longue durée: Guicciardini’s perspective on “Italy” as a narratable subject in his History of Italy differed from his perspective in his History of
Florence not simply because the entities being described were respectively larger and
smaller, but because the former work dealt with very recent events through which
he had lived, and the latter with the somewhat longer span—back to the Ciompi
revolt of 1378—in the history of his particular city-state and its interactions with
the other political forces on and near the Italian peninsula.
Constitutive Factors
A historian affiliated with a particular group who wishes to write a history about a
particular collective entity, during a particular temporal span, must logically further subscribe to the notion that the entity under description has a minimal internal coherence or interconnectedness, and that its sub-units, including people,
possess a discernible commonality, sufficient to render it a meaningful entity to
be described, even if sensitive to internal distinctions and differentiations (however, see the next mode of integrative strategy, below). To take an extreme example, a history of the use of printing presses in ancient Rome is meaningless
since it would describe a null-set. A history of the British Isles that eschews
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anglocentrism and stresses the pluralism of Britannic cultures nevertheless begins
from the presumption that there is some connection that makes the pasts of
Scotland and Wales more relevant to the description of England’s history than
those of France or Germany, much less Siberia or Siam. Temporal distance adds
complexity to the task of finding coherence, since entities change over time: a
modern state such as Russia or Egypt is not coterminous with its borders of fifty,
much less two thousand, years ago. In order to persuade the reader that the entity
is itself meaningful, the historian must constitute it by identifying and arguing,
however briefly, for the selection and grouping of particular elements as collectively making up the entity, and also for the exclusion of some others which are
less important or extraneous. A historian describing the history of a “nation” can
constitute his subject as any of the following:
1. A legal entity defined by sovereignty and a collected body of laws;
2. A sanguinary-ancestral heritage or Erbe, connected by acknowledged common descent (the Romans, the Jews, the Incas);
3. A sociogeographic tradition, including manners, morals, and economic arrangements;
4. A linguistic unity, bound by common language (Japanese, German, Swahili,
Arabic).
An example of a history that constitutes a “new” national entity out of supposed legal and political engagement over several centuries is the obscure Englishman Edward Ayscu’s early seventeenth-century account of the interactions
over several hundred years between Scotland and England, two perennially hostile
neighbors. Ayscu self-affiliated as an Englishman, not a Scot, but he undertook
this history in order to provide support for a controversial contemporary political
initiative, the union of the two kingdoms under a single monarch, James VI of
Scotland, also James I of England (these same circumstances formed the background to two of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, Macbeth and King Lear). Though
he too included an introductory chapter asserting the common Gothic descent of
Angles and Scots, Ayscu’s tactic of arguing for the naturalness of “Great Britain,”
although premature, was quite different from the approach taken by several of his
contemporaries, who defaulted to variant 2, the traditional sanguinary-ancestral
arguments of common descent from mythical, legendary, or mythistorical figures
such as Brutus the Trojan, as developed centuries earlier by Geoffrey of Monmouth (and imitated by Croats tracing their origins to Chrobatos, Incas to Manco
Capac, or modern Zulus to Shaka KaSenzangakhona).65 Ayscu’s slightly better
known and much more insightful contemporary, the poet-turned-historian Samuel
Daniel, also eschewed constitution of his entity on the basis of mere ancestry. Unlike Ayscu, however, Daniel avoided all reference to remote and mythic antiquity.
Daniel was utterly uninterested in making the case for a historical Great Britain,
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and his Collection of the historie of England (1618) constituted its subject even more
clearly on the basis of legal and judicial arrangement—which, in the face of successive invasions, would come to be the sinews holding the country together and
underlying the very character of English life.66 A famous case from a more recent
era, provided to us by Meinecke, concerns Hegel and the German school of legal
jurisprudence, for whom a national spirit can be constituted from the combination of substances constitutional, religious, artistic, and philosophical. Germany
for Hegel was not the synecdochic “universal nation of mankind” as Fichte might
have had it, but rather a force du jour, like Thebes or Sparta, enjoying its brief period
as the “nation of world historical consequence” in Hegel’s own era. A pawn of
the world spirit, Hegel’s Germany was only the most recent bearer of an externally
conferred distinction not unlike the medieval translatio imperii.67
Blood and ancestry as historical themes need little illustration here, since they
are well known to have permeated much Western and non-Western historiography
back to its virtual beginnings, at their simplest involving the descent of a nation or
ethnie from a common and often eponymous ancestor, and at a more sophisticated
level, some kind of theory of common habits, values, and interests springing from
consanguinity, for instance in the great Muslim historian Ibn Khaldun’s belief that
blood relationships (asabiya) trump all other sorts of connection. As Smith notes,
there is an important distinction to be made between the strict biological version
of these—literal blood ties—and a “spiritual version” that simply takes certain
remote figures as embodiments of ideals to be imitated.68
But historiographic constitution on the basis of custom and tradition has
as great an antiquity as that governed by blood and ancestry. Consider the famous scene in Book 8 of Herodotus, a classic text for arguments in favor of
proto-nationalistic Hellenism in the early fifth century B.C.E. In this episode,
following the battle of Salamis, the Persians try to detach the Athenians from
other Greeks. The Athenians refuse, noting “our traditional ways are all alike”
and referring to a Greek people.69 Having rebuffed the Persian emissaries, they
then reprove the Spartans for worrying about Athenian betrayal, an unnecessary
fear since, apart from mutual interest in preventing the desecration of particular
sacred places important to all, “there is the Greek nation-the community of
blood and language, temples and ritual, our common way of life.”70 This is not
dissimilar to the constitutive choice elected by Herder in a more recent century.
“Nature produces families; the most natural state therefore is one people (Volk)
with a natural character. . . . Nothing seems more obviously opposed to the
purposes of government than the unnatural enlargement of states, the wild mixing together of different human species and nations under one scepter.” Herder
had in mind expansive states like Prussia, the creations of military ambition
rather than of natural affiliation.71 Religious difference has similarly played a
part in group self-identification across cultures: the Hebrews, from the period of
the First Temple till the defeat of the Jewish Revolt and the destruction of the
Second, identified their “nation” with worship of one God and with status as a
chosen people (a point we will take up further on). Evidence here can be found
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in scriptural sources such as the Book of Daniel. Written in the Hellenistic era,
this central text of medieval and early modern millenarianism was, Doron Mendels comments, a classic parallel exposition of one people’s history against the
larger background of the history of the world.72 It suffuses the historical writing
of a Romanized Jew such as Josephus.73
Language is closely related to custom and tradition, but it is arguably a separate
variant, though one that needs little explication here. It has probably been the element relied upon by historians more than any other in the past four centuries to
justify the commonality of peoples living in separate jurisdictions, under different
kinds of political regimes, practicing different religions. It was famously crucial,
for instance, to the historical thought of both Fichte and Herder, the latter of
whom remarked that while language set men apart from animals, it also set them
apart from each other and could be learned only within a community.74
Integrative Strategy
The historian must constitute an entity, national or otherwise, for it to be describable; otherwise the history is, as illustrated above, meaningless (one could imagine
a history of several unrelated things selected randomly, but it is difficult to imagine
anyone reading it). That does not, however, bind the historian to a particular position on the value of the entity thus constituted, much less to an obligation to defend or promote it. One might, for instance, write a history of Imperial Germany,
as did Treitschke, that celebrates unification as the consummation of nineteenthcentury politics. Alternatively, one might write a very different history that takes
Germany’s very formation, and the values underlying it, as having sown the seeds
of two catastrophic world wars and the Holocaust. Fritz Fischer famously did this
in his controversial account of German aspirations in World War I, a history that
proved objectionable to its critics because it appeared to postulate a more or less
straight line from Bismarck to Hitler.75 However, histories have been written and
continue to be written that both constitute a national entity and argue for or against
it. This is perhaps most obvious in those histories that do take as their subject a
collectivity of humans over a period of time during which political arrangements
may not have been constant, for example “Italy.” The argument of a history, or
in other words, the manner in which the constitutive factors are elucidated, can
take a variety of forms, which I shall call the history’s “integrative strategy.” The
historian may (1) simply refuse to engage in such rhetoric and remain silent on the
shared and distinguishing features apparent in the past; or he or she may (2) argue
for an entity defined principally by distinction from external others, in which case
the strategy is exceptionalist. This of course has at least two major sub-variants,
since that very exceptionalism may occur in either an isolationist form (advocating
withdrawal from engagement with foreign entities) or an imperialist form (implying a duty or even an evangelical mission to bring its values to other entities,
whether the pax romana, la liberté française, British civilization, German culture, or
Bushite American “freedom”).
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John Breuilly has usefully written on the prominence of the past, in particular
of ceremonies and symbols, in national self-constitution. “There is the re-enactment of a moment in national history. History provides identity within the
historicist frame of reference; symbolic history provides an intense and summary
view of that history.” The most frequently memorialized events are “times of heroic resistance to aliens,” such as the struggles of the late sixteenth-century Wallachian prince Michael the Brave, whose struggles against Turk and Transylvanian
alike became a defining episode for nineteenth-century historians attempting to
locate the origins of a consolidated Romania and the birth of a sense of Romanian national unity.76 Isolationist examples of the exceptionalist variant are commonplace: the Tokugawa closing off of Japan to the West in the late sixteenth
century, which informs much Japanese historiography up to the early Meiji era;77
the Russian “Slavophile” anti-Westernism of the mid-nineteenth century;78 and
post-revolutionary America with its early isolationist views (and the celebration
by early American historians such as George Bancroft and Francis Parkman of the
freedom-loving pioneer, fleeing European oppression to start afresh in an uncontaminated wilderness).79
Just as easy to find are examples of isolationism’s opposite: an evangelical side
to exceptionalism that is not simply definition by contrast with a foreigner, but
the notion that one’s own national values and character are either providentially
or naturally superior and that there is a duty to impose them on others, by force
if necessary. This is the language of aggressive imperialism, of course, and it can
be identified in writings from democratic societies like fifth-century Athens or
Victorian Britain, in the more expansionist versions of the German Sonderweg, and
in the political rhetoric of the early twentieth-century (and lamentably, the much
more recent) United States. Take the famous quotation from Senator Albert J.
Beveridge in 1900, with which Ernest Lee Tuveson begins his history of American exceptionalism:
God has not been preparing the English-speaking and Teutonic peoples for a thousand years for nothing but vain and idle self-contemplation and self-admiration. No!
He has made us the master organizers of the world to establish system where chaos
reigns. He has given us the spirit of progress to overwhelm the forces of reaction
throughout the earth. He has made us adepts in government that we may administer
government among savage and senile peoples. Were it not for such a force as this the
world would relapse into barbarism and night. And of all our race He has marked
the American people as His chosen nation to finally lead in the regeneration of the
world. This is the divine mission of America, and it holds for us all the profit, all
the glory, all the happiness possible to man. We are trustees of the world’s progress,
guardians of its righteous peace. The judgment of the Master is upon us: “Ye have
been faithful over a few things; I will make you ruler over many things.”80

In short, a nation can be historiographically integrated as exceptionalist in different ways—one can usefully compare the North American imperialism of the
doctrine of Manifest Destiny with the earlier Western idea of a translatio imperii
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and the still earlier Israelite doctrine of separateness that oscillates between withdrawal from contact with neighboring idolatries and forcible conversion of them
over to the Hebrew God.81 The same is true of historians that distinguish their
subject from a putative or real “other,” from Herodotus’ definition of the Greeks
through James Mill’s orientalist History of British India, to the Japanese authors of
the Kokutai no Hongi, the classic post-Meiji account of national character, who flatly
declared: “We subjects are intrinsically quite different from the citizens of Occidental countries.”82
However, the historian may not wish to provide evidentiary support in his narrative for the coherence of the nation and its defensive or offensive separateness.
To the contrary, the historian might actually wish (3) to disintegrate the entity
by arguing for the separateness of a distinctive internal sub-unit (which is in itself
another argument for integrity, this time of the sub-unit), such as a region, class,
or religious group, from others within the nation: province v state, Christendom
vs. Islam, protestant vs. catholic, white Afrikaaners vs. indigenous blacks, Indian
Muslim vs. Hindu; Aryan vs. Jew.83 Since they seek to distinguish, not to bind, disintegrative strategies can by their very nature be advanced along single or multiple
axes, including language, class, gender, occupation, or custom; they turn descent
into discent.84 Ibn Khaldun’s very emphasis on blood as the predominant constitutive
factor in binding a people nonetheless permitted him the disintegrative strategy of
contrasting civilized Arabs with their nomadic desert brethren, whom he deemed
thoroughly savage (though distinctive and necessary as the source of true nobility,
since theirs was the only subset of Muslim peoples not corrupted by miscegenation, from which desert conditions had protected them).85 The historical literature
of racism is full of such arguments.86 A modern Western historiographical example provided by Peter Hallberg is the late romantic Swede, E. G. Geijer, the author
of Svenska folkets historia. This work is a perfect illustration of a historian’s internal
othering in the literary creation of a subaltern group or “national minority,” in
this case the Sami. As Hallberg notes, “The strategy for identity making favoured
by Geijer and [others] . . . involved contemplating both similarities (typically
between Swedes and foreigners or between Swedishness and non-Swedishness).”87
Internal difference can be identified temporally rather than spatially, by the ascription of “backwardness” rather than “foreignness,” especially if it is necessary to
assert that a minority or subculture must, in spite of its difference, be subject to
an over-arching political nation. The Qing efforts to subsume conquered Eurasian
peoples into a common Chinese past, described by Peter Perdue, have already been
mentioned. Early twentieth-century Japanese ethnographers, writing at a period
when Japan was firming up its national frontiers, found it possible to make peoples on the periphery into Japanese who had always been Japanese, “only Japanese
marooned in some earlier phase of human history.” Similar tactics were adopted
by early Soviet planners in order to absorb non-Russian peoples into a socialist
“Great Russian” federation: by encouraging ethnic particularism as a means of
eradicating “backwardness,” cultural and linguistic disintegration became a tool of
political uniformity.88
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A further choice, (4) lies in cosmopolitanism, which emphasizes the similarities and common features shared both internally and externally. Though this
aspect of his thought is often ignored, Herder in many ways exemplified this, as
Stefan Berger points out, in his insistence that love of nation could not trump
respect for achievements arrived at by the universal community of nations. As
Georg Iggers has astutely observed, Herder’s historical conception of nationality was universalistic and inclusive, and was only corrupted in the next century
when it became “militant and exclusionary and developed a mythology and a
symbolism of history which served these aims.”89 In more recent times another
conservative nationalist, Meinecke, who denounced “weak, abstract cosmopolitanism” (the opposite pole of Nazi racism), still saw cosmopolitan thinking as
a necessary precursor to true national thinking. The close temporal proximity of
romantic nationalist historiography to its internationalist Enlightenment predecessor, together with the importance of a transitional figure such as Herder, lends
Meinecke’s position some credence.90
The sociologically inclined histories of comparativists such as Voltaire or the
Scottish philosophes similarly exemplify a cosmopolitan strategy, which in Hans
Kohn’s view was a happy midpoint in the evolution of historical writing, since
it “consummated the process of the secularization of historiography” while being “devoid of any national prejudice.”91 So, somewhat earlier, did Vico with his
proto-Herderian notions of universal human development manifested in particular local or national developments, as did Ranke, much later, with the view of
the equality of all nations in all times under God. Richard Finlay, in a different
context, has suggested that the lack of a strong Scottish national historiography
has been overemphasized by other scholars, because they have focused on the efforts of eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century historians to demythologize the
Scottish past, and on nationalist history as inherently and necessarily antagonistic
to integration with Britain, ignoring the ways in which a distinctive Scottish nationality could be asserted within the larger union.92 A history, in other words, can
be nationalist and cosmopolitan at the same time.
It will come as no surprise that there is a natural tension between the two
modes of authorial affiliation and integrative strategy. A historian with a primary
affiliation to an ideology rather than a territory faces an especially difficult choice,
if promoting an ideology he or she sees as potentially universal—where to emphasize the significance of the particular nation or people as an embodiment of values
that ought to transcend borders? Schiller was a late Enlightenment cosmopolitan,
but he also saw the Germans, in an exceptionalist manner, as best able to realize the age of modern liberty and fraternity according to French Revolutionary
values.93 The early Soviet historian Pokrovskii experienced the same tension in his
stress on class and the commonality of the European proletariat, and corresponding de-emphasis on the particularly Russian character of the Bolshevik Revolution. Pokrovskii was fortunate to die in 1932, before a resurgent nationalism in
the form of Stalinist historiography marginalized his more traditional Marxist
internationalism as overly abstract, divorced from lived human experience, and
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“bourgeois.”94 Arab nationalist historians have faced such quandaries at various
points since the nineteenth century, with the need to promote the integrity of a
particular state and its past territoriality—Hashemite Jordan or Nasserite Egypt,
for instance—constantly pressing against competing ideologies such as regional
pan-Arabism and international Islam; the imperative to produce ethnically unified and “essentialist” history has been challenged by the need to take account of
the longstanding contributions of significant non-Arab or non-Muslim minorities
such as the Copts.95As one recent commentator has put it, “national identities are
unstable not only because they are susceptible to splits . . . but also because all
good nationalisms have a trans-national vision.”96

Conclusion
This essay has ranged over a wide variety of periods and national [sic!] or otherwise-grouped historiographies. It began from the premise that the comparison
of historiographies over time and across national and language boundaries is, as
Georg Iggers has urged, a worthwhile and necessary task, but it also has asked
whether or not, in an age in which nationalism is virtually synonymous with intolerance and often violence, we should continue to organize our classification of
historical literature along national lines. There are surely other ways to organize
historiography—modern encyclopedic works routinely combine national entries
with conceptual, methodological, and transnational ones (“the Annales School,”
“Cliometrics,” “Postmodernism”). And the enormous literature on the nation
and nationalism, predominantly by social scientists rather than historiographers,
has for the most part warned against the usefulness of terms like “nation” or
“nationalism” for early periods. Against this I have argued that there are certainly
reasons for declining to use nation-related vocabulary in some instances, but that
it is erroneous to base this choice on the purely chronological ground of “time
in which the history was written,” both because there is no clear agreement as to
when such categories become useful, and because there are other and much more
complex reasons for paying attention to the nation. If it is the case that any historian, past or present, makes choices—as to the entity to be studied, his or her
own primary affiliation, the time period to be covered, and the manner in which
the entity is constituted—and if a further choice, among those historians who
do deal in some way with nations or ethnies, is to defend that entity-constitution
on the basis of a particular integrative strategy, then there is already plenty of
reason to defend a concept such as “ancient Chinese historiography” or “Egyptian historiography.”
As historiography becomes a global enterprise, we will need to make meaningful comparisons and contrasts, both geographical and historical, between individual texts and, more broadly, historical traditions. Before we can do this effectively,
we require some form of theoretical framework that identifies the key concepts,
themes, and terms that can be found in multiple historiographies. The nation has
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certainly been one of these so far as very modern history-writing is concerned.
Given its usefulness as a concept informing historical texts from a much earlier
period, we must guard against any cavalier and universalized use of its language,
but be equally mindful that it cannot be simply ruled out of court as entirely inappropriate in pre-nineteenth century histories. I have hoped here to suggest both
that the nation can legitimately be read from histories produced in many different
times and places, and that there are often multiple justifications in any historical
text for doing so.
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